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... Naturally Data Free
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Key topic: Resource assessment methods

What kind of field studies can be considered 

appropriate by a SA in NDF Making?.

 IUCN checklist does not give overview of reliable 

resource assessment methodologies. 

 The International Standard for the Sustainable 

Wild Collection of Medicinal and Aromatic 

Plants, ISSC-MAP, provides guidance to this 

effect. 
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Analysis

Harvest Adjustments
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Adequate productivity?

Adequate regeneration?

Harvest controls effective?

Yes

No

Resource Inventory

Yield Studies

Recovery Studies

Assessment Harvest Impacts

Process of assessing, monitoring and adjusting the annual sustained yield  



Devil‘s claw in Namibia: Yield studies



Key topics

 Resource assessment methods

 Appropriate precision

 Annual quotas

 Definition of „detrimental“

 Adaptive management 



Key topic: Appropriate precision

Some species are more resilient or vulnerable than 

others. 

 Biological factors for perennial plant species 

which constitute their resilience or susceptibility 

need to be identified.

 Management requirements set by the NDF need 

to be tailored to appropriate precision.

 Variables: Adjust sampling intensity of 

inventories or yield studies; Frequence of harvest 

impact controls



Key topic: Annual quotas

Permit-by-permit NDF have only limited value.

 Need for broad-scale assessments that include 

information on populations, management and 

sustainable yields.

 Extrapolation of field data on sustainable yields 

for a regional collection operation to a national 

scale though modelling and other methods

 Which methods can be used / are helpful?



Key topic: Adaptive management

 The implementation of an adaptive management

scheme based on regular monitoring is essential 

to a management plan. 

 The essential elements for adataptive 

management need to be identified to assist in the 

NDF process.



Key topic: Definition of „detrimental“

 An accepted definition needs to be developed on 

what the threshold of “detrimental” is. 

 What level of impact is tolerable / acceptable? 

What is considered damage



Normative Language of Evaluation

Descriptive Language of Science

Significant impairment

= Detriment, Damage

Quantitative normative 

evaluation

Negative impact = 

Impairment

Qualitative normative 

evaluation

Impact, Change Neutral denomination

Terminology: Descriptive vs. Normative
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Magnitude of negative impact

Criteria:

• Rarity & Threat

• Legal protection

• Naturalness / 

Disturbance

• [...]



Evaluation matrix



Resource Assessment Questions

Questions to be answered through a sound 

resource assessment in the collection area: 

• How many are there? 

• How old are they?

• How much do they produce? 

• How quickly do they regenerate? 

• How many do they reproduce? 

Inventory

Demography

Yield

Recovery
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Susceptibility to overcollection as a function of Life 

Form and Plant Parts Used

wood bark root leave flower
fruit/ 

seed

annual --- --- high medium medium high

biannual --- --- high medium medium high

perennial --- medium high low low low

shrub medium
medium 

-high

medium 

-high
low low low

tree medium
medium 

-high

medium 

-high
low low low



Caoba? Caoba? Wasn't he 
just elected president?

Is there an elephant in 
the room or is this hotel 

shrinking?

Swap Geneva for Cancun? 
Now that is a significant 

trade.
NDF? I thought it stood 
for "never did finish".

Get that shark out of my 
ranch before it eats all 

the monkey-puzzles.

I don't care to belong to 
any working group that 

accepts people like me as 
members.

I have had a perfectly 
wonderful workshop, but 

this wasn't it.

From the moment I 
picked up your case study 
until I laid it down I was 
convulsed with laughter. 

Someday I intend reading 
it.

Hasta la NDF, Baby

I came to Mexico for 
NDF advice and all I got 

was a lousy T-Shirt!

... may the NDF 
be with you!

NDF is better 
than none



NDF
Naturally 
Data Free

NDF
Never Did 
Findout!

NDF
No Data 
Found

NDF
No Data! 

F...!



A child of five 
could understand 

this NDF.
Fetch me a child 

of five!

NDF is 
better than 

none!



Caoba? 
Caoba? 

Wasn't he just 
elected 

president?



Caoba? Caoba? Wasn't he just elected president?

Is there an elephant in the room or is this hotel shrinking?

Swap Geneva for Cancun? Now that is a significant trade.

NDF? I thought it stood for "never did finish".

Get that shark out of my ranch before it eats all the monkey-puzzles.

A child of five could understand this NDF. Fetch me a child of five.

I have had a perfectly wonderful workshop, but this wasn't it.

I don't care to belong to any working group that accepts people like me as 
members.

From the moment I picked up your case study until I laid it down I was 
convulsed with laughter. Someday I intend reading it.

Hasta la NDF, Baby (Colman)

I came to Mexico for NDF advice and all I got was a lousy T-Shirt! (Matt)

... may the NDF be with you! (Noel)

NDF is better than none









ProcessInitial point Effect

Damage concept focuses on impact on resource



Defining detriment: Descriptive vs.Normative

No Impairment

Impact on Natural Resource

Impairment

Significant 

Impairment

Insignificant 

Impairment

DetrimentNo Detriment

Favorable impact Adverse impact

Normative

Descriptive



Evaluation matrix



An ecological damage is a significant impairment of a 

biotic resource (animals, plants, fungi, microorganisms) 

or an abiotic resource (soil, water, air/climate), inter alia

• concerning  its constituents or its entirety,  

• concerning its ecological functions, or

• concerning the sustainable use of the conservation 

resources and its functions. 

A definition of ecological damage



How to determine the significance of an 

adverse effect?

Magnitude of adverse effect

Resource

Criteria/ indicators needed

Two components of evaluation:

Conservation value

• Rarity & Threat

• Legal protection

• Naturalness / Disturbance

• [...]
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Evaluation matrix

Resource A

Resource B


